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Home Office Science Advisory Council 
25 June 2019 

Kings College London, War Studies Meeting Room 

13.00- 16.00 

1 Welcome and introductions 

1.1 The Chair welcomed the council and noted she was delighted to be able to take 

up the role of HOSAC Chair.  

1.2 A list of attendees and apologies can be found at Annex A and Annex B 

respectively.  

1.3 The Chair welcomed Hugh Griffiths, Rupert Shute, Louisa Darian and Jason 

Dewhurst who were attending their first HOSAC meeting. Jason attended in 

place of Home Office Analysis and Insights (HOAI) Director Mike Warren. 

 

2 Notes of the last meeting and matters arising 

2.1 The Members were asked to send any final comments on the note of the March 

meeting so that it might be published.  

Action 1– Secretariat to compile and respond to any comments on the 

HOSAC March meeting note, to be published when all comments are 

addressed. 

2.2 Actions from the last meeting were completed except Action 1, 4, 5. Action 1 

was still ongoing and Members were urged to share suggestions of work to be 

undertaken by HOSAC. Jason Field was to share to the Dstl transitional 

portfolio with HOSAC; this portfolio will be finished soon, and the Secretariat 

will distribute it at that stage. Members will be mapped against Dstl priorities for 

Action 5, this will be completed following update of Member expertise (agenda 

item 6). 

Action 2 – Members to share suggestions for HOSAC work with the 

Secretariat. 

Action 3 – Jason Field to share Dstl transitional portfolio with HOSAC 

Members via Secretariat. 

Action 4 – Jason Field and Secretariat to map HOSAC Member expertise 

against Dstl priorities.  

2.3 A paper was circulated to Members containing details of matters arising. 

Members were reminded of the processes relating to media enquiries, security 

classification and clearance, and expenses.  

 

3 Chair’s introduction and update 
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3.1 The Chair highlighted a number of past achievements that were a result of a lot 

of work by HOSAC and its Members. A number of case studies were specified, 

including; counting the costs of cyber-crime; a review of the Serious Organised 

Crime strategy; an on-going forum for providing expert advice on crime and 

policing; a watching brief for on-going on advice on risks and benefits of 

CAST/Dstl merger; a review on science and technology use by the office for 

security and counter-terrorism. 

3.2 The Council were reminded that the appetite for science and academic 

engagement had increased over the years, with an increased demand to 

include science in policy making and in building external perspectives into HO 

Science processes. The Chair noted that it would be very important to share 

HOSAC success stories and to get testimonies from civil servants who 

benefitted from the Council’s work. It was agreed that HOSAC needs to capture 

the work we do to demonstrate that science is relevant to departmental 

processes. Therefore, the Council has goals to not only maintain the work 

already taking place, but also to find out where HOSAC can contribute and 

actively get Home Office colleagues to seek advice. 

3.3 The Chair asked the Council how we could utilise their existing skills better, and 

in turn help identify which skill areas we need to bring in. The Chair also noted 

that it was important to improve HOSAC visibility and asked for ideas on how 

that could be achieved. It was noted that we need to provide sufficient induction 

material to new Members to highlight what HOSAC does in regard to 

supporting the CSA and in engaging and communicating the importance of 

science in the department, to give insight and oversight for what we’re doing.  

Action 5 – Secretariat to update and distribute induction material for 

HOSAC Members.  

Action 6 – Members to provide on-going suggestions on how to use 

existing skills better and how to increase HOSAC visibility in the 

Department.  

3.4 The Members were informed of the idea of introducing phases for 

understanding and improving Council visibility in the Home Office. The 5-phase 

approach would involve clarifying the following questions:  

o What do we know or think that we know about HOSAC’s current 

visibility, uptake and impacts? 

o What is currently happening in respect to visibility and use of HOSAC? 

o  What is the appetite for engagement with HOSAC? 

o What tools and resources do we have at our disposal for increasing 

visibility and use of HOSAC? 

o What tools can we select, develop and implement, while collecting pre- 

and post-implementation data?  
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It was noted it would be useful for HOSAC to link up with projects that are 

already underway and decide how they can contribute to workplans according 

to needs. The following potential themes were identified: 

o Focus on more effective use of Home Office data across all areas 

o Make HOSAC a major vehicle for providing the independent scientific 

advice throughout the research and policy processes in the Home Office 

o Identify push/ pull factors via impact of reports by and reaching out to 

UKRI, research councils, CREST, and others 

o Identify useful points of engagement within departmental programmes 

and projects, including external calls for funding 

o Identify the skills that we need and consider expanding membership to 

address challenges faced by policy-makers and practitioners 

o Communicate the usefulness, impacts and successful attempts to 

integrate science into the policy-making process 

Action 7 – Members to provide relevant ongoing updates regarding 

upcoming funding calls and work programmes 

3.5 The Chair informed the Council about the large number of meetings she has 

attended since taking on the role, including one with the Home Office 

Permanent Secretary in which they discussed ways to report and communicate 

science. There was a huge appetite for engagement within specific areas, for 

example work regarding immigration and asylum. The Chair noted that it is 

important to avoid recreating the wheel, both within the Home Office as well as 

across departments. Members should be mindful when attending meetings and 

should identify where work is duplicated and facilitate the contact between 

related teams, while still respecting privacy and material sensitivity. 

3.6 The Chair summarised that we would be gathering data and identifying 

department landscape and challenges while building a full picture of Home 

Office priorities. She notes that we would be reviewing HOSAC expertise to 

ensure it was sufficient, and as part of this it was announced that the Council 

will be recruiting for a Deputy Chair.  

 

4  CSA Update 

4.1 The Home Office Areas of Research Interest were published in June 2019. This 

document will be useful for engagement with external and cross-department 

organisations. The CSA noted he was pleased the document was published 

and thanks the HOSAC Members for their work on the document during earlier 

stages. 
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4.2 The CSA informed the Members that there had been restructuring across the 

Home Office, with Home Office Security, Science and Innovation being 

separated into individual security and science functions. It was noted that 

Home Office Science is now directly positioned under the Permanent Secretary 

via the CSA. Jenny Stewart was introduced as overseeing science strategy 

delivery, and Rupert Shute was introduced as the new Deputy CSA who heads 

up science advice. The CSA noted his role has changed significantly as a result 

but that it had been a good transition. The Members were informed that this 

change coincided with an enhanced focus on science and innovation in the 

department.  

4.3 HOSAC were informed that the Government Office for Science (GO-Science) 

had carried out a science capability review across government. The results 

were reported to the Cabinet Secretary and contained a number of 

recommendations, including a recommendation that the Home Office was to 

carry out its own review of science within the department. The CSA noted that 

a draft of this follow-on review had been submitted to the Permanent Secretary 

and that the Members would likely be asked to be involved with implementation 

plans in the future.  

4.4 The CSA informed Members that a cross-government National Security 

Science and Technology Strategy had been developed by GO Science, which 

focussed on what Government can do regarding science and technology in the 

security space. 

4.5 The CSA noted that the House of Lords Science and Technology Committee 

produced a review on forensic science and the criminal justice system, which 

included recommendations on how forensic science is funded and on formation 

of a National Institute for Forensics. HOSAC were updated that the Home 

Office has been working closely with UKRI and that good steps have been 

made. 

4.6 HOSAC were updated that Home Office Science had been considering 

technology at the border, particularly in regard to the Northern Irish border with 

the Republic of Ireland. It was noted that while this was a politically sensitive 

issue, it was a good opportunity for Home Office Science to be involved and to 

ensure the advice is accurate and understood. 

 

5 HOSAC Terms of reference 

5.1 In light of the new environment in the Home Office, in which there is increasing 

demand and appetite for scientific advice, the HOSAC terms of reference were 

updated to ensure they remained sufficient to meet the increased requirements. 

The Chair recognised and thanked the Members for the time and insights they 

provide and noted that the Council will be most effective when there is 

maximum attendance of meetings. It was noted that Members have busy 

schedules and the Secretariat would distribute meeting dates as far in advance 

as possible. 
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Action 8 – Secretariat to share the HOSAC meeting dates until June 2020 

5.2 The Chair informed the Council that smaller working groups would be formed, 

with their own individual terms of reference generated. These groups may 

include co-opted Members should an expertise gap be determined.  

5.3 HOSAC Members were informed that engagement would be actively captured. 

The secretariat agreed to send out reminders for this over regular intervals. 

This subject was discussed further in agenda item 10. 

5.4 The Chair announced that HOSAC Member appraisal would take place. She 

noted that it would take the format of a personal development review, to be 

used as an opportunity to understand how we could better enable Members to 

use their expertise for the HOSAC.  

5.5 The Chair asked Members whether there were any questions about the 

updated terms of reference. One Member asked whether the descriptions of 

social and behavioural science could be revised, and this point was agreed in 

the group.  

Action 9 -  Secretariat to revise terms of reference and publish on HOSAC 

website 

 

6 Mapping impact 

6.1 HOSAC Members were shown draft schematics for mapping their expertise 

against Home Office priorities before being asked whether they thought it was 

appropriate and correct. It was noted, while they were correct according to 

published expertise, perhaps it was not truly representative to ongoing and 

personal work. It was agreed that the draft schematics would be shared with 

Members for them to review and recommend where their expertise was 

appropriate.  

Action 10 – Secretariat to share schematics and compile comments 

before revising and seeking further approval from HOSAC 

6.2 The CSA noted that we need to show that HOSAC work is very important to 

Home Office Science and the wider department, and that civil servants needed 

to understand and appreciate the Council’s role. It would also be important to 

have case studies to share with Ministers to demonstrate why science needs to 

be supported. The Chair asked Members to comment on past or good 

experiences of mapping impact of council work and to present any ideas they 

may have to map impact accurately and effectively. It was noted that 

independent reporting of success and outputs have be commissioned in the 

past by other groups (CREST); it was said this could either be an effective 

method or alternatively the independent researcher who wrote the report could 

be called upon to share how they mapped impact. It was suggested that an 

evaluation working group could be formed. 

Action 11 – Chair to contact CREST to discuss experiences on mapping 

impact 
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Action 12 – HOSAC Members to send ongoing suggestions of impact 

mapping methods to Secretariat 

7 Stakeholder updates 

7.1 The Chair informed the Council that this will be an on-going agenda item to 

relay any updates that would impact HOSAC and HOSAC work. 

7.2 HOSAC were informed that a spending review was expected, and it was 

assumed it would happen in Autumn 2019. The Council were informed that the 

demand for science, technology, analysis and research was increasing across 

the Department and therefore any bids in the spending review would have to 

reflect that. HOSAC Members noted that they would engage with the process 

along the way to discuss progress and potential achievements. 

8 Home Secretary’s Policy Unit 

8.1 HOSAC were introduced to the Head of the Home Secretary Policy Unit. She 

informed Members that the unit was an implementation unit that provided a 

dedicated forum for support and to bring fresh perspective to old questions. 

The team had been built with expertise from a variety of areas. They work to 

conduct deep-dives, engage stakeholders and to provide recommendations, 

including rapid advice. HOSAC were asked to consider the unit’s portfolio and 

to offer advice on existing projects and to highlight where new projects may be 

required. 

Action 13 – Secretariat to facilitate contact between HOSAC and the 

Home Secretary’s Policy Unit. Members are invited to provide advice and 

suggestions on current/ new projects. 

9 Science Advisory Council updates 

9.1 The Chair reminded the Council that HOSAC membership includes the Chairs 

of the other Science Advisory Committees in the Home Office. It was noted that 

these Councils play very important roles and that as an on-going agenda item 

we will hear updates from the Chairs. This would allow for increased 

engagement and understanding of work across the department as well as 

giving the Chairs a chance to raise and challenges for discussion. The Chairs 

who were not able to attend the HOSAC meeting had sent written updates.  

9.2 The Chair of the Biometrics and Forensics Ethics Group (BFEG) drew attention 

to a recently published report on live facial recognition technology1 use by 

police forces. The BFEG Chair also updated the Council that BFEG were 

working on providing advice for issues such as the use of genealogical 

databases for law enforcement and best practise across the Department. He 

noted that the Group is involved with designing ethical frameworks and that it 

was important to remember they can often be adapted for different uses and so 

de novo frameworks should not be conducted every time. 

                                                           
1 https://www.gov.uk/government/news/ethical-principles-to-guide-police-facial-recognition-trials 
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9.3 The Chair of the Defence Science Expert Committee (DSEC) announced that 

Professor Dame Angela McLean had been appointed as the new Chief 

Scientific Adviser for the Ministry of Defence. He explained that the role of 

DSEC is similar to that of HOSAC in that they provide advice to ensure 

evidence-based decisions take place across the Ministry of Defence. The 

Committee consists of eight core members who have a wide variety of 

expertise. The DSEC Chair noted that he was interested in identifying areas 

that are common across the Home Office and Ministry of Defence, highlighting 

areas for possible collaboration between HOSAC and DSEC. 

Action 14 – HOSAC Chair, DSEC Chair and CSA to discuss areas of 

potential overlap and to assist each other where possible. 

10 Mapping HOSAC Member contribution 

10.1 The Chair acknowledged that there is a lot of work carried out by Members 

across the Home Office that is not officially affiliated with HOSAC. It was noted 

that this work should be mapped so that the interactions can be appreciated 

and so we can evaluate what the impacts on HOSAC could be. The Members 

were informed that a standing agenda item is being introduced for Members to 

verbally feedback on their contributions with the Department. It was noted that 

if there is detailed feedback or challenges, Members can contact the 

Secretariat to create a separate agenda item.  

10.2 All Members provided a verbal update on on-going or past collaborations with 

the Home Office. 

11 Working group updates 

11.1 A working group had been established to review and to ensure protocols 

carried out by Dstl for accreditation of products to Home Office standards were 

still sufficient. It was noted that David Delpy had agreed to chair the working 

group, with further membership still to be confirmed. It was stated that the 

outcome from the work was expected by September, but precise timelines, 

outputs and processes were to be confirmed by the group. Members were 

asked to volunteer if they wished to be part of the working group.  

Action 15 – Members to contact Secretariat if they wished to be involved 

with the Dstl accreditation working group. 

12 Any other business 

12.1 The Secretariat informed HOSAC that the Compendium Report was at the 

printers and should be available soon. Members were asked to let the 

Secretariat know if they wished to receive a hard copy of the document. An 

electronic version would be circulated to all Members by the Secretariat.  

Action 16 – Secretariat to circulate copies of the Compendium Report to 

all Members. Members who wished to receive a hard copy should inform 

the Secretariat. 
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12.2 The dates for the next HOSAC meetings will be 17 September, 12 December, 

24 March and 16 June. It was noted there was a possibility for the March 

meeting to take place at the Security and Policing Event in Farnborough, 

however after discussion it was noted that a central location may be more 

convenient for Member attendance.  

12.3 The Chair thanked the Council for their attendance and noted they were looking 

forward to HOSAC next steps.  
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Annex A 

Attendees 

HOSAC Members 

Professor Brooke Rogers (Chair) 

Professor Judi Ellis 

Professor Paul Grasby 

Professor Hugh Griffiths 

Mr Chris Hughes 

Professor Helen Margetts   

Professor Michael Pidd  

 

Home Office colleagues 

Professor John Aston (CSA) 

Louisa Darian (HSPU) 

Jason Dewhurst (HOAI) 

Dr Mariam Orme (HO Science) 

Dr Rupert Shute (HO Science) 

Dr Jenny Stewart (HO Science) 

Science secretariat 

 

Annex B 

Apologies 

Dr Owen Bowden-Jones 

Professor David Delpy 

Mr Mark Greenhorn 

Professor Shane Johnson 

Professor David C Lane  

Professor David Main 

Professor Alan Manning  

Professor Jonathan Shepherd 

 

 

 


